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Summary

Recent years have seen an unprecedented increase in the number and diversity of
communication and telecommunication tools and explosion of new technologies in digital
communication and networking used for individual, industrial and commercial purposes.
Sources like Personal computers and networking between them, mobile cellular phones and
other equipment used in industry, medicine and commerce.
All these technologies have made our life richer and easier. Modern society is inconceivable
without computers. Mobile phones have greatly enhanced the ability of individuals to
communicate with each other and have facilitated the dispatch of emergency medical and
police aid to persons in both urban and rural environments.
These new technologies gave us new definitions like Internet, WWW.MP3 and etc.
After all said and done we want to push the envelope even further and try to have the
advantages of the mobility and connectivity that is given to us in any place and any time.
Therefore this is only. the only next reasonable step to try to find a solution to make it more
reliable and as result even faster.
Here is when our design comes in:

Designing a hardware structure for a communication system based on
TCPIIP protocol suit.



I.Introduction
In the early days of computing, hosts exchanged information with directly attached devices,
such as card reader and printers. Interactive use of computers first required local and the
remote attachment of end-user terminals.
When an organization had acquired several computers, often there would be a need to transfer
data between computers or to allow users attached to one computer to access another
computer.
Computer vendors responded to these requirements by developing communications hardware
and software. Unfortunately, this hardware and software:

• Was proprietary and worked only with the vendor's equipment
• Supported only a limited number of local and wide area network types
• Sometimes was extremely complex, requiring different software dialects for each device

and each application
• Lacked the flexibility that would enable previously independent networks to be connected

to each other easily and inexpensively
This situation changed with the help of Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
(TCPIIP) and the router technology that it spawned.
Today, an organization's computer network has become its circulatory system. Organizations
have combined desktop workstations, servers, and hosts into Local Area Network (LAN)
communities. They have connected LANs to other LANs and to Wide Area Network (WANs).
It has become a necessity of day-to-day operation that pairs of systems must be able to
communicate when they need to, without regard for where they may be located in the network.

TCPIIP APPLICATIONS

From the beginning, TCPIIP was packaged with several important generic application
services:

• Terminal access to any host
• The ability tb copy files from one host to another
• Exchange of electronic mail between any pair of users

Over the years, many other useful applications have been added to the TCPIIP protocol suite:

• Remote Printing
• Network File system
• Network News
• Gopher
• The World Wide Web (WWW)

In addition, the set of utilities that support network administration and maintenance has been
expanding.

A few are:

• Directory services for mapping user-friendly host names to network addresses

1



• Dynamic Host Configuration
• Network Management for host, routers, and other network devices

The TCPIIP family is alive, well, and growing. Its user community is expanding at an almost
explosive rate, and new services are being developed and modularly integrated into TCPIIP
product offerings.
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2.Internet structure

The TCP/IP protocol suite allows computers of all sizes, from many different computer
vendors, running totally different operating systems, to communicate with each other. It is
quite amazing because its use far exceeded its original estimates. What started in the late
1960s as a government-financed research project into packet switching networks has, in the
1990, turned into the most widely used form of networking between computers.

2.1.081 and TCP/IP stacks

In order to achieve a reliable exchange of data between computers, there are many separate
procedures that must be carried out:
• Package the data
• Determine the path that the data will follow
• Transmit the data on a physical medium
• Regulate the rate of data transfer according to the available bandwidth and the capacity of

the receivers to absorb data
• Assemble incoming data so that it is in sequence and there are no missing pieces
• Handle error or problem events
The specific structure selected for the TCP/IP protocols was dedicated by requirements that
evolved in the academic and defense communities. IP does what is needed to glue different
types of networks into an Internet. TCP provides reliable data transfer.
The OSI data communications model was strongly influenced by TCP/IP's design. OSI
layering and OSI terminology have become a standard [part of the data communications
culture.

Figure 2.1 shows the TCP/IP and OSI layers.
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FIGURE 2.1. TCPIIP and OSI layers

2.2.TCP/IP
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Networking protocols are normally developed in layers, with each layer responsible for a
different facet of the communications. A protocol suite, such as TCPIIP, is the combination of
different protocols at various layers. TCP/IP is normally considered to be a 4- layer system, as
shown in figure 2.2.
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I
APPLICATION

TRANSPORT

NETWORK

LINK

Telnet, FTP,e-mail,etc.

TCP,UDP

IP, ICMP, IGMP

device driver and
interface card

The four layer of the
TCP/IP PROTOCOL
SUITE

Figure 2.2.TCPIIP

Each layer had a different responsibility:

1. The link layer, sometimes called the data-link layer or network interface layer, normally it
handles all the details of physically interfacing with whatever type of media is being used.

2. The network layer (Internet layer) handles the movement of packets around the network.
Routing or packets, for example, takes place here.

3. The tranposrt layer provides a flow of data between two hosts, for the application layer
above.

4. The application layer handles the details of the particular application.

There are more protocols in the TCPIIP protocol suite. Figure 2.3 shows some of the
additional protocols that we talk about in this text.
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TCP and UDP are the two predominant transport layer protocols. Both use IP as the network
layer.
TCP provides a reliable transport layer, even though the service it uses (IP) is unreliable.
UDP sends and receives datagrams for applications. A datagram is a unit of information that
travels from the sender to the receiver. Unlike TCP, however, UDP is unreliable.
IP is the main protocol at the network layer. It is used by both TCP and UDP. Every piece of
TCP and UDP data that gets transferred around an internet goes through the IP layer at both
end systems and at every intermediate router.

ICMP is an adjunct to IP. It is used by the IP layer to exchange error messages and other vital
information with the IP layer in another host or router.
IGMP is the Internet group management protocol. It is used with multicasting: sending a UDP
datagram to multiple hosts.

ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) and RARP (Reverse Address Resolution Protocol) are
specialized protocols used only with certain types of network interfaces (such as Ethernet and
token ring) to convert between the address used by the IP layer and the addresses used by the
network interface.

2.3.IP

IP is the workhorse protocol of the TCPIIP protocol suite. All TCP, UDP, ICMP, AND IGMP
data gets transmitted as IP datagrams (figure 2.3).
IP provides an unreliable, connectionless datagram delivery system.
The term connectionless means that IP does not maintain any state information about
successive datagrams. Each datagram is handled independently from all other datagrams. This
also means that IP datagrams can get delivered out of order. If a source sends two consecutive
datagrams (first A, then B) to the same destination, each is routed independently and take
different routes, with B arriving before A.
The most significant bit is numbered 0 at the left, and the least significant bit of a 32-bit value
is numbered 31 on the right.
The 4 bytes in tpe 32-bit value are transmitted in the order: bits 0-7 first, then bits 8-15, then
16-23, and then 24-31 last.
This is called big endian byte ordering, which is the byte ordering required for all binary
integers in the TCPIIP headers as they traverse a network.
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2.3.1.IP v4

The following is a representation of the IPv4 header.

o 1516 32

4-bit 4-bit 8-bit type of 16-bit total length
version header service

16-bit identification 3-bit 13-bit fragment offset
flags

8-bit time to live 8-bit protocol 16-bit header checksum

32-bit source IP address

32 bit destination IP address

Options ( if any)

Data

Figure 2.4. IP header

The current protocol version is 4, so IP is sometimes called IPv4. In the next chapter we will
discuss about the next generation IP or IPv6.
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2.3.2.IPV6

The following is a representation of the IPv6 header.

version IPriority I Flow label

Payload length Next header Hop Limit

Source address

Destination address

Figure2.5. IPV6 header

2.3.2.1.IPv6 Extension Headers

In IPv6, optional Internal-layer is information is encoded in separate headers that may be
placed between the IPv6 header and the upper layer header in a packet.
There are a small number of such extension headers; each identified by a distinct Next Header
value.

2.3.3.Difference between two IP header versions

IP version 6 (IPv6) is a new version of the Internet protocol designed as a successor to IP
version 4 (IPv4) [RFC-791]. The changes from IPv4 to IPv6 fall primarily into the following
categories:
• Expanded addressing capabilities IPv6 increases the IP address size from 32 bits to 128
bits, to support more levels of addressering hierarchy, a much greater number of addressable
nodes, and simpler auto-configuration of addresses.
• Header formats simplification some IPv4 header fields have been dropped or made
optional.
• Improved support for extensions and options changes in the way IP header options are
encoded allows for more efficient forwarding, less stringent limits on the length of options,
and the greater flexibility for introducing new options in the future.
• Flow labeling capability a new capability is added to enable the labeling of packets

belonging to particular traffic "flows".
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• Authentication and privacy capabilities Extensions to support authentication, data
integrity, and data confidentiality are specified for IPv6.

2.4.Tranport protocols

As we know TCP and UDP are the two predominant transport layer protocols. Both use IP as
the network layer.
TCP provides a reliable transport layer, even though the service it uses (IP) is unreliable.
UDP sends and receives datagrams for applications. A datagram is a unit of information that
travels from the sender to the receiver. Unlike TCP, however, UDP is unreliable.
IP is the main protocol at the network layer. It is used by both TCP and UDP. Every piece of
TCP and UDP data that gets transferred around an internet goes through the IP layer at both
end systems and at every intermediate router.

2.4.1.TCP

TCP provides a reliable, connection-oriented, byte stream, transport layer service. TCP
packetizes the user data into segments, sets a timeout any time it sends data, acknowledges
data received by the other end, reorders out-of-order data, discards duplicate data, provides
end-to-end flow control, and calculates and verifies a mandatory end-to-end checksum.
Figure 3.6. Shows the format of the TCP header. The normal size is 20 bytes, unless options
are present.

o 15 16 32

I16-bit source port number I 16-bit destination port number

32-bit sequence number

I
32-bit acknowledgement number I

4-bit
tJ~~~~~~16 bit window s~e Iheader

length G K H T N N

I16-bit TCP checksum 1·16-bit urgent pointer

Options (if any)

Data up to 500 octet

Figure2.6.TCP header
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2.4.2.UDP

UDP is a simple protocol. Its official specification, RFC 768 [Postel 1980], requires only three
pages. The services it provides to a user process, above and beyond IP, are part numbers and
an optional checksum.
Figure 3.7. Show the fields in the UDP header.

o
16-bit source port number

16-bit UDP length

Figure2.7. UDP header

1516

16-bit destination port number

16-bit UDP checksum

Data ( if any)

32

2.4.3.difference between UDP and TCP

The TCP is. Like UDP, a transport layer protocol. However, whereas UDP is a fairly simple
and straightforward protocol offering very little in the way of reliability or guarantees, TCP
provides a way to connect hosts across an Internet work reliability. UDP's unit of exchange is
the UDP datagram, a stand-alone message; TCP packages its data into segments containing
both data and session control information.
Whereas UDP is connectionless, TCP connections are virtual circuits, acting as if there is a
direct, two-way connection between the two communicating hosts. Whereas UDP is
unreliable, TCP provides end-to-end reliability, requiring that communicating hosts coordinate
and agree to make connections and acknowledge receipt of network traffic. Whereas each
UDP datagram stands by itself as an individual message or reply, TCP supports out-of-order
delivery of segments, reassembling data streams from IP datagrams that have been delivered
out of order.

TCP is differentiated from UDP in three basic ways:

• virtual circuits
• Reliable connections
• Performance optimization
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3.Design

3.1. Formulation of a problem

The concept of our design is to be able to communicate with other systems with the use of
Internet protocol.
There are different kind of protocol suites and IP stack in particularly are built of different
layers and as we can see it in the figure 3.1 IP protocol stack's got four layers. Our goal is
to design and realization of a communication route between two separate stations. The
stations can be hosts, servers, bridges, and etc.
In our design we cover the whole protocol stack from application (through the kernel) to
the Network interface layer (and for example we will discuss Ethernet to certain level).

APPLICATION

TRANSPORT

NETWORK

LINK

Telnet, FTP,e-mail,etc.

TCP,UDP

IP, ICMP, IGMP

device driver and
interface card

The four layer of the
TCP/IP PROTOCOL
SUITE

FIGURE 3.1. IP protocol stacks

To have a global idea about what and how our design would and should be I suggest taking
a quick look at the figure 2.2.

3.2. Demands

The demands are the same demands for any other system:

• Properly works
• manufacturability
• cost efficiency
• easy to upgrade
• The ability to work independently on any Hardware or Software platform.
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3.3. Approach method

the first step is to build a foundation for the design.
That is the hardware needed to be able to run the embedded software that is needed to
achieve the goal and completing the mission.
Our system includes:

• CPU
We use an Intel 80386.
The first design was with a 8080 but because of the fact that those are not in the market
anymore (the manufacturability factor) we switched to 80386. It's satisfactory to the needs
of our design.

• Programmable peripheral interface: 8255A Intel

• Interrupt controller: 8259 A Intel

• DMA controller: 8237A Intel

• Programmable communication interface: 825lA Intel

• RAM(controller) : 82c08 Intel

It is compatible with our CPU and we can according to our need expand the amount of
RAM we need.

• ROM(controller) : 28FOOIBX Intel
This is a Flash ROM controller.
The amount of memory that we need depends on the kernel and how much memory would
kernel need to operate the system.

This is a basic set up and it can be expanded or minimized by using a all on-one chip set.
For the specification and technical notes about the Hardware components please contact Intel
corporation.
Next step is the software part that we need to be able to do the job:
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Implementation

4.Networking

4.1.Introduction

The networking code in the kernel is organized into three layers:

1. The Socket layer is a protocol-independent interface to the protocol- dependent layer
below. All system calls start at the protocol-independent socket layer.

2. The protocol layer contains the implementation of the four most common protocol
families.

3. The interface layer contains the drivers that communicate with the network devices.

nnect, etc.)

Process
I

A

system calls (socket, bind, co

Socket layer

protocol layer

(TCP/IP, OSI, XNS, UNIX)

inetrface layer

(Ethernet, SLIP, etc.)

Media

Figure4.1. The general organization of networking code
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Socket layer:

application

function call

socket system calls

system call
process
kernel- - - -

socket system call
implementation

function call

socket layer
functions

calls via pr_usrreq or pr_ctloutput

Figure 4.2. The socket layer converts generic requests to specific protocol operations
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4.2.The socket programming interface

Introduction

The communications standards define all of the rules needed to exchange data across a
network. However, until recently, the need to standardize application programming interface
(APls) for communication has been ignored. How can a programmer write a client/server
application if the programs are completely different on every computer?

4.2.l.Berkeley Programming Interface

Fortunately, most TCPIIP implementations offer a programming interface that follows a single
model, the socket programming interface. The socket programming interface was first
introduced with the 1982 4.1 c Berkeley software distribution (BSD) version of the Unix
operating system. A number of improvements have been incorporated into the original
interface over time.
The socket programming interface was designed for use with several communications
protocols, not for TCPIIP alone. However, when the OSI transport layer specification was
completed, it was clear that the socket interface was not general enough to satisfy OSI
requirements.
In 1986, AT&T introduced the Transport Layer Interface (TLI) for Unix system V. the TLI can
be used to interface to the OSI transport layer, TCP, and other protocols.
Another important addition to the socket family was the Windows Socket programming
interface, or WinSock. It has enabled Windows applications to run on top of TCPIIP stacks
implemented by many different vendors.
The socket interface is a de facto standard because it is almost universally available and is in
wide spread use. There will be minor differences in the APls offered on various computers,
due to the way that each vendor has implemented communications services within its
operating system. The manual for the appropriate system should be consulted for
programming details.

4.2.2.Unix orientation

The original socket interface was written for a Unix operating system. The Unix architecture
provides a framework in which standard file, terminal, and communications I/O all operate in
a similar fashion. Operations are performed on a file by means of calls such as:

Descriptor =open (filename, readwritemode)
Read (descriptor, buffer, length)
Write (descriptor, buffer, length)
Close (descriptor)

When a program opens a file, the call creates an area in memory called afile control block.
Information about the file, such as its name, attributes, and location, are stored in the file
control block.
The call returns a small integer called afile descriptor. The program uses this descriptor to
identify the file in any subsequent operations. As the user reads from or writes to the file, a
pointer in the descriptor keeps track of the current location in the file.

17



A very similar framework is used for TCPIIP socket communications. The primary difference
between the socket programming interface and the Unix file I/O interface is that a couple of
preliminary calls are required in order to assemble all of the information that is needed to
carry out communications.
Apart from the extra work at setup time, ordinary read and write calls can be used to receive
and send data across a network.

4.2.3.Socket services

STREAM DATAGRAM RAW

TCP UDP

IP

Figure 4.3. Socket application programming interfaces

The socket programming interface provides three TCPIIP services. It can be used for TCP
stream communication, UDP datagram communications, and raw datagram submission to the
IPlayer.
A raw socket allows privileged users direct acces to a protocol.
The RAW socket support is built around a generic raw socket interface and the next sections
describe only the core of the raw socket interface.

4.2.4.Blocking and Nonblocking Calls

When a program reads data from a network connection, it is hard to predict how long it will
take before some data arrives and the call can complete. One issue that has to been decided is
whether to wait for the outcome of a read (blocking, or synchronous) or return immediately (
nonblocking, or asynchronous) and get the data either by checking a status variable
periodically or by responding to an interrupt.

4.2.S.Socket calls

The socket call prepares for communication by creating a transmission control block (TeB) or
"creating a socket".
The socket call returns a small integer called a socket descriptor that is used to identify the
communication in any subsequent operations.
A few type of information that is included in the TCB for a TCP session:
• Local IP address
• Localport

18



• Protocol (e.g., TCP or UDP)
• Remote IP address
• Remote port address
• Send buffer size
• Receive buffer size
• Current TCP state
• Smoothed round-trip time
• Smoothed round-trip deviation
• Current retransmission timeout value
• Number of retransmission that have been sent
• Current send window size
• Maximum send segment size
• Sequence number of last byte that was ACKed
• Maximum receive segment size
• Sequence number of next byte to be sent
• Enable or disable tracing

19



4.2.6.UDP socket programming interface

CLIENT SERVER

.--- SOCKET ()

~-----. SOCKET SCRIPTOR

.--- BIND ()

~ OK

.--- RECVFROM ()

SOCKET () ~

SOCKET SCRIPTOR .---
BIND () ~

OK .---

SEND TO () ~ ------. ~ BUFFER OF DATA

RECVFROM ()~

BUFFER OF DATA.--- .---'--- SEND TO ()

CLOSE ()

Figure 4.4. Typical UDP socket calls

Figure above shows an outline of a UDP dialogue between a client and server. The socket ( )
and bind ( ) calls complete quickly and have an immediate return.
The recvfrom call is assumed to be blocking, which is its normal default.
It can be changed to nonblocking (i.e., asynchronous) mode.
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4.3.S0CKET Structure

A socket represents one end of a communication link and holds or points to all the information
associated with the link. This information includes the protocol to use, state information for
the protocol (which includes source and destination addresses), queues of arriving
connections, data buffers, and option flags.

struct socket{
short

short
short
short
caddct
struct
struct
struct
struct
short
short
short
short
u_short
pid_t
u_long

1*

so_type;
so_options;
so_linger;
so_state;
so_pcb;
protosw *so_proto;
socket *so_head;
socket *so_qO;
socket *so_q;
so_qOlen;
so_qlen;
so_qlimit;
so_timeo;
so_error;
so_pgid;
so_oobmark;

*
*1

variables for socket buffering.

so, caddect arg, ont waitf);(struct socket *

so_rcv,
so_tcpb;
(*so_upcall)
so_upcallarg;

struct sockbuf{
u_long sb_cc;

u_long sb_hiwat;
u_long sb_mbcnt;
u_long sb_lowat;
struct mbuf *sb_mb;
struct selinfo sb_sel;
short sb_flags;
short sb_timeo;
}

caddct
void
caddct

Figure 4.5. STRUCT SOCKET definition
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4.3.l.SYSTEM calls

A process interacts with the kernel through a collection of well-defined functions called
system calls.
The transfer of execution from a process to the protected environment of the kernel is
machine- and implementation dependent. We use the 386 implementation of NET/3 to
illustrate implementation specific operations.

SOCKET

WRITE
WRITEV
SENDTO
SENDMSG

SHUTDOWN

SELECT
READ
READV
READFROM
READMSG

CLOSE

Figure 4.6. Network system call flowchart

4.3.l.S0CKET System call

The socket system call creates a new socket and associates it with a protocol as specified by
the domain, type, and protocol arguments specified by the process.

4.3.2.BIND System call

The bind system call associates a local network transport address with a socket.
A server process almost always needs to bind to a specific well-known address. If so, the
process must call bind before accepting connections (TCP) or receiving datagrams (UDP).
A socket's foreign address is specified by connect or by one of the write calls that allow
specification of foreign addresses.
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4.3.3.LISTEN System call

The listen system call notifies a protocol that the process is prepared to accept incoming
connections on the socket. It also specifies a limit on the number of connections that can be
queued on the socket, after which the socket layer refuses to queue additional connection
requests.
Queued connections are made available to the process when it calls accept.

4.3.4.ACCEPT System call

After calling LISTEN, a process waits for incoming connections by calling ACCEPT, which
returns a descriptor that references a new socket connected to a client.

4.3.5.CONNECT System call

A server process calls the LISTEN and ACCEPT system calls to wait for a remote process to
initiate a connection. If the process wants to initiate a connection itself (Le., a client), it calls
CONNECT.
For connection-oriented protocols such as TCP, CONNECT establishes a connection to the
specified foreign address.
For connectionless protocols such as UDP or TCMP, CONNECT records the foreign address
for use in sending future datagrams.
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connect

soconnect

PRU_CONNECT request

Figure 4.7. connect processing

In the figure you can see that the protocol layer calls SOlSCONNECTED and the CONNECT
system call returns immediately.

4.3.6.SHUTDOWN SYSTEM CALL

The SHUTDOWN system call, closes the write-half, read-half, or both halves of a
connections.
For the half-read, SHUTDOWN discards any data the process hasn't yet read and any data that
arrives after the call to SHUTDOWN.
To destroy the socket and release the descriptor, CLOSE must be called.
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4.4.S0CKET BUFFERS

We know that each socket has an asociated send and receive buffer. The SOCKBUF structure
definition mentioned in struct socket definition is shown in this header:

struct sockbuf{
u_long sb_cc;
u_long sb_hiwat;
u_long sb_mbcnt;
u_long sb_lowat;
struct mbuf *sb_mb;
struct selinfo sb_se1;

short sb_flags;
short sb_timeo;
} so_rcv,

Figure 4.8. SOCKBUF structure

4.5.WRITE system calls

There are four system calls, we refer to collectively as the write system calls.
These four system calls send data on a network connection.
All the write system calls, directly or indirectly, call SOSEND, wich does the work of copying

SEND

pcocess _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ • • _ _ _ _ _ _ • _ _ _ _ _
kernel

WRITE
SENDTO

SENDIT

SENDMSG

calls via pr_usrreq or pr3t1oulpul

Figure 4.9. Flow of the control for the write system calls
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data from the process to the kernel and passing data to the protocol associated with the socket.

4.5.l.SENDMSG system call

Only the SENDMSG system call provides access to all the features of the socket API
associated with output.
The sendmsg and sendit functions prepare the data structures needed by sosend, wich passes
the message to the appropriate protocol. For SOCK_DGRAM protocol, a message is a
datagram. For a SOCK-STREAM protocols, a message is a sequence of bytes.

4.5.2.SENDIT system call:

SENDIT copies control and address information from the process into the kernel.

4.5.3.S0SEND system call:

SOSEND is one of the most complicated functions in the socket layer. It is SOSEND's
responsibility to pass the data and control information to the pr_usrreq function of the
protocol associated with the socket according to the semantic supported by the protocol and
the buffer limits specified by the socket. SOSEND never places data in the send buffer; it is the
protocol's responsibility to store and remove the data.
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4.6.READ system call

There are four systems calls, which we refer to collectively as read system calls, receive data
from a network connection. The first three system calls are simpler interfaces to the most
general read system call, recvmsg.
The read and readv system calls are valid with descriptor, but the remaining calls are valid
only with socket descriptors.
As with write the write calls, the receive calls utilize a common function, in this case
soreceive, to do all the work.

rscvmsg,.-,sad

. process _

kemel

EJ calls via P,-US"9qor PUtlolApu' 2

Figure 4.10. Flow of the control for the read system calls

4.6.l.RECVMSG system call

The RECVMSG function is the most general read system call. Addresses, control information,
and receive flags may-be discrded without notification if a process uses one of the other read
system calls while this information is pending.

4.6.2.S0RECIVE system call

This function transfers data from receive buffer of the socket to the buffers specified by the
process.
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5.IP: INTERNET PROTOCOL

5.1.INTROCUDTION

The IP part starts when a network interface place incoming IP packets in the IP input queue,
(ipintrq) and then they schedule a software interrupt. Since hardware interrupts have a higher
priority than software interrupts, several packets may be placed on the queue before a software
interrupt occurs. During software interrupt processing, the ipintr function removes and
processes packets from ipintrq until the queue is empty. At the final destination, IP
reassembles packets into datagrams and passes the datagrams directly to the appropriate
transport-level protocol by a function call. If the packets haven't reached their final
destination, IP passes them to IPJorward if the host is configured to act as a router. The
transport protocols and IP_FORWARD pass outgoing packets to IP_OUTPUT, which
completes the IP header, select an output interface, and fragments the outgoing packet if
necessary. The resulting packets are passed to the appropriate network interface output
function.
When and error occurs, IP discrads the packet and under certain conditions may send and error
message to the source of the original packet. These message are part of ICMP. NET/3 sends
ICMP error messages by calling ICMP_ERROR, which accepts an mbuf containing the
erroneous packet, the type of error found, and an option code that provides additional
information depending on the type of error.
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transprt protocol
UDP, TCP, ICMP, IGMP

/ I IP
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ipintr

ipintrq:

-"

network interface

network

Figure 5.1. IP layer processing

5.1.1.IP PACKETS

We call the data passed to IP by a transport protocol a message. A message typically contains
a transport header and application data. IP prepends its own header to the message to form a
datagram. If the datagram is too large for transmission on the selected network, IP splits the
datagram into several fragments, each of which contains its own IP headr and a portion of the
original datagram.
An IP fragment or an IP datagram small enough to not require fragmentation are called
packets when presented to the data-link layer for transmission. The data-link layer prepends its
own header and transmits the resulting frame.
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Figure 5.2. Packets, fragments, datagrams, and messages
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Figure 5.3. IP datagram(header)

5.1.2.IP HEADER FORMAT

20 bytes

VERSION: The version field is used to indicate the format of the IP header.

lliL: lliL stands for Internet header length. It is the length of the Internet header in 32-bit
words, and points to the beginning of data.

TYPE OF SERVICE: Type of service field specifies how the datagram is treated during its
transmission through the network.
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Total length: this field indicates the total length of the datagram; this includes the IF header
and data.

FLAGS: the FLAG field has three bits. If fragmentation is supported, they are used to indicate
not to fragment, more fragment, and last fragment.

FRAGMENT OFFSET: This is indicates where in the datagram the fragment belongs,
assuming fragmentation has occurred.

TIME TO LIVE: This indicates the maximum time a datagram is permitted to stay in the
Internet system (whether this is a local Internet or the Internet). When the value equals zero,
the datagram is destroyed. Time is measured in units per second, and each entity processes the
datagram must decrease the value by one, even if the process time is less than one second.

PROTOCOL: This field determines whether the data should be sent to TCP or UDP in the
next layer in the network.

HEADER CHECKSUM: This is a header checksum only. Some header fields change, and the
header checksum is recomputed and verified every time the header is processed.

SOURCE ADDRESS: This is the originator of the datagram. It consists of 32 bits.

DESTINATION ADDRESS: This is the target for the header and data. Like the source
address, it too is 32 bits.

OPTIONS: Options mayor may not appear in datagrams. Options must be implemented in IF
modules; they might not be use in any given transmission.
A number of variables exit for the OPTIONS field. The following is a list of those variables,
including brief explanations:

NO OPTIONS: this option can be used between options to correlate the beginning of a
following option on a 32-bit boundary.

SECURITY: security is a mechanism used by DoD. It provides hosts a way to use security by
means of compartmentation, handling restrictions, and transmission control codes (TCC). The
compartmentation value is used when information transmitted is not compartemented.
Handling restrictions are defined by the Defense Intelligence Agency. TCC permits
segregation of data traffic.
LOOSE SOURCE and RECORD ROUTE: This provides a way for a source of a datagram to
supply routing information to aid in forwarding the datagram. It also serves to record the route
information.

STRICT SOURCE and RECORD ROUTE: This option permits the source of a datagram to
supply information used by routers and record the route information.

RECORD ROUTE: This is simply a way to record the route of a datagram as it traverses the
network.
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lp_sum;
ip_src, ip_dst;

STREAM IDENTIFIER: This provides a way for stream identifier to be carried through
networks that do not support this stream concept.

TIME STAMP: This option includes a pointer, overflow, flag field, and Internet addresses.
Simply put, this provides the time and date when a router handles the datagram.

PADDING: the PAADING option is sued to ensure the header ends on the 32-bit boundary.

5.1.3.STRUCTURE OF AN INTERNET HEADER

Struct ip {
#if BYTE_ORDER == LITTLE_ENDIAN

u_char ip_hl:4,
ip_v:4;

#endif
#if BYTE_ORDER == BIG_ENDIAN

u_char ip_v:4,
ip_hl:4;

#endif
u_char ip_tos;
short ip_Ien;
u_short ip_id;
short ip_off;

#define IP_DFOx4000
#define IP_11FOx2000
#define IP_OFF11ASK Oxlfff

u_char ip_ttl;
u_char ip_p;
u_short

struct in_addr
};

Figure 5.4. IP structure

5.2.INPUT PROCESSING:

ipintr is a large function that we discuss in four parts:
1. verification of incoming packets
2. option processing and forwarding
3. packet reassembly
4. demultiplexing

5.2.l.FORWARDING:

A packet arriving at a system other than its final destination needs to be forwarded IPINTR
calls the function IP_FORWARD, which the implements the forwarding algorithm only when
the packet includes a source route or when IPFORWARDING is nonzero.
We can devide IP_FORWARD in two parts:
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1. first part makes sure the system is permitted to forward the packet, updates the IP header,
and selects a route for the packet

2. the second part handles ICMP redirect messages and passes the packet to IP_OUTPUT for
transmission.

5.3.0UTPUT PROCESSING
The IP output code receives packets from two sources: IP_FORWARD and the transport
protocols.
We describe IP_OUTPUT in three sections:
1. header initialization
2. route selection
3. source address selection and fragmentation

5.3.l.HEADER INITIALIZATION

in this part we try to merge options into the outgoing packet and complete the IP header for
packets that are passed from transport protocols.

5.3.2.CONTSTRUCT IP HEADER

The IP header of a forwarded packet (IP_FORWARDING) should be not modified by
IP_OUTPUT (it goes for IP raw output as well).
Any other packet needs to have several IP header fields initialized. IP_OUTPUT sets IP_V to
4 (that is the IP version that we have chosen), clear IP_OFF except for the DF bit, which is
left as provided by the caller.
Most of remaining fields in the IP header- length, offset, TTL, protocol, TOS, and the
destination address- have already been initialized by the transport protocol.

5.3.4.PACKET ALREADY INCLUDES HEADER

For a forwarded packet (or a raw IP packet with a header), the header length (in bytes) is saved
in HLEN for use by the fragmentation algorithm.

5.3.5.ROUTE SELECTION

• Verify cached route
• Bypass routing
• Locate route

5.3.6.S0URCE ADDRESS SELECTION AND FRAGMENTATION

A section of IP_OUTPUT has to ensure that the IP header has a valid source address and then
passes the packet to the interface associated with the route. If the packet is larger than the
interface's MTU, it must be fragmented and transmitted in pieces.
We can divide this section in four parts:
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1. select source address
2. send packet
3. fragment packet
4. clean up

5.4.INTERNET CHECKSUM

Efficient computing of checksums is very hardware dependent.
RFC 1071 [Braden, Borman, and Partridge 1988] and RFC 1141 [Mallory and Kullberg 1990]
discuss the design and implementation f the internet checksum function.
RFC 1141 has been updated by RFC 1624 [Rijsinghani 1994]. From RFC 1071:
1. Adjacent bytes to be checksummed are pointed to form 16-bit integers, and the one's

complement sum of these 16-bit integers is formed.
2. To generate a checksum, the checksum field itself is cleared, the 16-bit one's complement

sum is computed over the bytes concerned, and the one's complement of this sum is placed
in the checksum field.

3. To verify a checksum, the one's complement sum is computed over the same set of bytes,
including the checksum field. If the result is all 1 bits, the checksum succeeds.

Briefly, when addition is performed on integer in one's complement representation, the result
id obtained by summing the two integers and adding any carry bit to the result to obtain the
final sum.
The checksum algorithms computes the value to place in the checksum field of the IP header
before sending the packet.
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6.IP OPTION PROCESSING

6.1.INTRDUCTION

RFC 791 and 1122 specify the IP options and processing rules.
An IP packet can include optional fields that are processed before the packet is forwarded or
accepted by a system. An IP implementation can handle options in any order. The figure
below shows that up to 40 bytes of options may follow the standard IP header.

standard hader
(20 bytes)

options
(40 bytes)

60 bytes maximum

data

Figure6.1. IP header with options field

6.2.0PTION FORMAT

The IP potion field may contain 0 or more individual options.

single ~,
byte ~

len bytes

multi ~ypeElen offset:
byte ,

'-----------'------

B class number

Figure 6.2. The organization of single- byte and multibyte IP options

All options start with a I-byte type field. In multibyte options, the type field is followed
immediately by a len field, and the remaining bytes are the data field for many options is a 1
byte offset field, which points to a byte within the data field. The len byte covers the TYPE,
LEN, and DATA fields in its count. The type is further devided into three intenal fields: a I-bit
copied flag, a 2-bit class field, and a 5-bit number field.

6.3.RECORD ROUTE OPTION

The record route option causes the route taken by a packet to be recorded within the packets as
it traverses an internet.
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6.4.S0URCE AND RECORD ROUTE OPTIONS

Normally a packet is forwarded along a path chosen by the interemdiate routers. The source
and record route options allow the source host to specify an explicit path to the destination
that overrides routing decisions of the intermediate routers. Furthermore, the route is recorded
as the packet travels toward its destination.

6.S.TIMESTAMP OPTION

The time stamp option causes each system to record its notion of the current time within the
option as the packet traverses an Internet.

6.6.LIMITATTIONS

Options are rarely present in IP datagrams other than those created by administrative and
diagnostic tools.
The usefulness of the record route, time stamp, and source route options in a large
Internet is limited by the maximum size of an IP header.
During fragmentation, IP copies only some options into the noninitial fragments. Only options
from the initial fragment are made available to the transport protocol at the destination.

6.7.IP FRAGMENTATION

IP has an important capability of being able to fragment a packet when it is too large to be
transmitted by the selected hardware interface.
The oversized packet is split into two or more IP fragments, each of which is small enough to
be transmitted on the selected network.

There are three important parts in fragmentation:

1. determine fragment size
2. construct fragment list
3. construct initial fragment and select fragments
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7.MEMORY BUFFERS
Networking protocols place many demands on the memory management facilities of the
kernel. These demands include manipulating buffers of varying sizes, prepending and
appending data from buffers as the lower layers encapsulate data from higher layers, removing
data from buffers( as header are removed as data packets are passed up the protocol stack),
and minimizing the amount of data copied for all these operations. The performance of the
networking protocols is directly related to the memory management scheme used within
kernel.
A fundamental concept in the design of the Berkeley networking code is the memory buffer,
called an mbuJ, used throughout the networking code to hold various pieces of information.
Figure 7.1. shows the four different kinds of mbufs that we'll encounter, depending to the
M_PKTHDR and M_EXTflags in the m-flags member. The differences between the four
mbufs in figure 7.1, from left to right, are as follows:
1. If mJlags equals 0, the mbuf contains only data. There is room in the mbuf for up to 108

bytes of data (the m_dat array). The m_data pointer points somewhere in this 1080-byte
buffer. We show it pointing to the start of the buffer, but it can point anywhere in the
buffer. The m_len member specifies the number of bytes of data, starting at m_data. In
figure 7.1 there are six member in the m_hdr structure, and its total size is 20 bytes. When
we look at the C definition of this structure we'll see that the first four member occupy 4
bytes each and the last two occupy 2 bytes each. We don't differentiate between the 4-byte
members and the 2-byte members in figure 7.1.

2. The second type of mbuf has an mJlags value of M_PKTHDR, specifying a packet
header, that is, the first mbuf describing a packet of data. The data is still contained within
the mbuf itself, but because of the 8 bytes taken by the packet header, only 100 bytes of
data fit within this mbuf (in the m-pkthdr array). The m-pkthdr.len value is the total length
of all the data in the chain mbufs for this packet: the sum of the m_len values for all the
mbufs linked through the m_next pointer. The m-pkthdr.recvifmember is not used for
output packets, but for received packets contains a pointer to the received interfacde's ifnet
structure.

3. The next type of mbufs does not contain a packet header (M_PKTHDR is not set) but
contains more than 208 bytes of data, so an external buffer called a cluster is used (M_EXT
is set). Room is still allocated in the mbuf itself for the packet header structure, but it is
unused-we show it shaded in figure 6.1.

4. The final type of mbuf contains a packet header and contains more than 208 bytes of data.
Both M_PKTHDR and M_EXT are set.

There are numerous additional points we need to make:

• The size of the mbuf structure is always 128 bytes.
• A data buffer with a m_len of 0 bytes is OK since some protocols (e.g., UDP) allow 0

length records.
• In each of the mbufs we show the m_data member pointing to the beginning of the

corresponding buffer.
• The m_next pointer links together the mbufs forming a single packet (record) into an mbuf

chain.
The m_nextpkt pointer links multiple packets (records) together to form a queue ofmbufs.
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Figure7.1. Four different types of mbufs, depending on the mJlags value
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/* start of buffer */
/* free routine if not the usual */

/* size of buffer, for excfree */

/* header at beginning of each mbuf: */
struct m_hdr {

struct mbuf *mh_next; /* next buffer in chain */
struct mbuf *mh_nextpkt; /* next chain in queue/record */
int mh_Ien; /* amount of data in this mbuf */
caddct mh_data; /* location of data */
short mh_type; /* type of data in this mbuf */
short mh_flags; /* flags; see below */

};

/* record/packet header in first mbuf of chain; valid if M_PKTHDR set */
struct pkthdr {

int len; /* total packet length */
struct ifnet *rcvif; /* rcv interface */

};

/* description of external storage mapped into mbuf, valid if M_EXT set */
struct m_ext {

caddct excbuf;
void (*exCfree)O;
u_int excsize;

};

struct mbuf {
struct m_hdr m_hdr;
union {

struct {
struct pkthdr MH_pkthdr; /* M_PKTHDR set */
union {

struct m_ext MH_ext; /* M_EXT set */
char MH_databuf[MHLEN];

} MH_dat;
}MH;
char M_databuf[MLEN]; /* !M_PKTHDR, !M_EXT */

} M_dat;
};
#define m_next
#define m_Ien
#define m_data
#define m_type
#define m_flags
#define m_nextpkt
#define m_act
#define m_pkthdr
#define m_ext
#define m_pktdat
#define m_dat

m_hdr.mh_next
m_hdr.mh_Ien
m_hdr.mh_data
m_hdr.mh_type
m_hdr.mh_flags

m_hdr.mh_nextpkt
m_nextpkt

M_dat.MH.MH_pkthdr
M_dat.MH.MH_dat.MH_ext

M_dat.MH.MH_dat.MH_databuf
M_dat.M_databuf

Figure 7.2. Mbuf structure
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8.PROTOCOL CONTROL BLOCKS

Protocol control blocks (PCBs) are used at the protocol layer to hold the various pieces on
information required for each UDP or TCP socket. The Internet protocols maintain Internet
protocol control blocks and TCP control blocks. Since UDP is connectionless, everything it
needs for an end point is found in the Internet PCB; there are no UDP control blocks.
The Internet PCB contains the information common to all UDP and TCP end points: foreign
and local IP addresses, foreign and local port numbers, IP header prototype, IP options to use
for this end point, and a pointer to the routing table entry for the destination of this end point.
The TCP control block contains all of the state information that TCP maintains for each
connection: sequence numbers in both directions, window sizes, retransmission timers, and
the like.
Figure below summarizes the protocol control blocks that we describe and their relationship to
the file and socket structures.

• When a socket is created by either socket or accept, the socket layer creates afile structure
and a socket structure. The file type is DTYPE_SOCKET and the socket type is
SOCK_DGRAM for UDP end points or SOCK_STREAM for TCP end points.

• The protocol layer is then called. UDP creates an Internet PCB (an inpcb structure) and
links it to the socket structure: the so-pcb member points to the inpcb structure and the
inp_socket member points to the socket structure.

• TCP does the same and also creates its own control block (a tcpcb structure) and links it to
the inpcb using the inp-ppcb and cinpcb pointers. In the two UDP inpcbs the inp-ppcb
member is a null pointer.

• The four other members of the inpcb structure that we show, inpJaddr through inp_lport,
form the socket pair for this end point: the foreign IP address and port number along with
the local IP address and port number.

• Both UDP and TCP maintain a doubly linked list of all their Internet PCBs, using the
inp_next and inp-prev pointers. They allocate a global inpcb structure as the head of their
list and only use three members in the structure: the next and previous pointers, and the
local port number. This latter member contains the next ephermeral port number to use for
this protocol.

The Internet PCB is a transport layer data structure. It is used by TCP, UDP, and raw IP, but
not by IP, ICMP, or IGMP.
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Figure8.I. Internet protocol control blocks and their relationship to other structure
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9.UDP: USER DATAGRAM PROTOCOL
The user datagram protocol, or UDP, is a simple, datagram-oriented, transport-layer protocol:
each output operation by a process produces exactly one UDP datagram, which causes one IP
datagram to be sent.
A process accesses UDP by creating a socket of typeSOCKET_DGRAM in the internet
domain.
By default the socket is termed unconnected. Each time the process sends a datagram it must
specify the destination IP address and port number. Each time a datagram is received for the
socket, the process can receive the source IP address and port number from the datagram.

SySEmcail
sysdl

.,r
neLsys:;tJ

.,r
t.Q:Lsys:;tJ

system
initialization

socket receive buffer

main

!pintr

software intemJpt

Figure9.1. Relationship of UDP function to rest of kernel

9.1.UDP header

The UDP header is defined as a udphdr structure.

Struct udphdr {
u_short
u_short
short
u_short

uh_sport;
uh_dport;
uh_ulen;
uh_sum;

Figure9.2. UDP header structure
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Figure9.3. UDP header and optional data

struct ipovly ui_i;
struct udphdr ui_i;
} ;
#define ui_next
#define ui_prev
#define ui_x 1
#define uLpr
#define uLlen
#define uLsrc
#define uLdst
#define uLsport
#define ui_dport
#define uLulen
#define uLsum

/* overlaid ip structure*/
/* udp header*/

ui_i.ih_next
ui_i.ih_prev
ui_i.ih_x 1
uLi.ih_pr
uLi.ih_len
uLi.ih_src
ui_i.ih_dst
uLu.uh_sport
uLu.uh_dport
uLu.uh_ulen
ui_u.uh_sum

Figure9.4. udpiphdr structure: combined IPIUDP header

The 20-byte IP header is defined as an ipovly structure:

struct ipovly {
caddct ih_next, ih_prev;

u_char ih_x 1; .
u_char ih_pr;
short ih_len;
struct in_addr ih_src;
struct in_addr ih_dst;

} ;

Figure 9.5. ipovly structure
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the size is the same but the fields are different. We" return to this disrepancy when we discuss
the calculation of the UDP checksum.

9.2.SYSTEM INITIALIZATION

The domaininit function calls UDP's initialization function at system initialization time.

void
udp_init 0
{
udb.inp_next =udb.imp_prev =&udb;

}

Figiure 9.6. udp_init function

The only action performed by this function is to set the next and previous pointers in the head
PCB (udb) to point to itself. This is an empty doubly linked list.

9.3.UDP OUTPUT

UDP output occurs when the application calls one of the five write functions:
1. Send
2. Sendto
3. Sendmsg
4. Write
5. Writev
If the socket is connected, any of the five functions can be called, although a destination
address cannot be specified with sendto or sendmsg. If the socket is unconnected, only sendto
and sendmsg can be called, and a destination address must be specieid.
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LIBRARY FUNCTION:r-I
~

write writev

SYSTEM CALLS: sandia sendrnsg

send~

sosend

u!llUJSr,eq

place onto interlace
output queue

PUT DATA, DESTINATION ADDRESS,
AND
CONTROL INFORMAnONINTO MBUFS

Figure9.7. How the five write functions end up calling udp_output

all five functions end up calling sosend, passing a pointer to a msghdr structure as an
argument. The data to output is packaged into an mbuf chain and an optional destination
address and optional control information are also put into mbufs by sosend. A PRU_SEND
request is issued.

9.4.lTDP CHECKSUM CALCULATION AND PSEUDO
HEADER

The UDP checksum calculation is calculated over three area:

1. A 12 byte pseudo-header containing fields from the IP header
2. The 8-byte UDP header
3. The UDP data
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32-bit destination IP address
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protocol UDP
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16-bit source 16-bit destination
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16_bit 16·bit UDP
UDP length checksum

UDP
pseudo
header

UDP
header

Figure9.8. pseudo-header used for checksum computation and UDP header

The following three facts are used in computing the UDP checksum

1. The third 32-bit word in the pseudo header looks similar to the third 32-bit word in the IP
header.

2. The order of the three 32-bit values in the pseudo-header is irrelevant. Actually, the
computation of the Internet checksum does not depend on the order of the 16-bit values
that are used.

3. Including additional 32-bit words of 0 in the checksum computation has no effect.

9.5.UDP INPUT

UDP input occurs when IP input receives an IP datagram on its input queue whose protocol
field specifies UDP.
IP calls the function udp_input through the prinput function in protocol switch.
We'll divide udp_input function into three sections:
1. The general validation that UDP performs on the received datagram
2. Processing UDP datagrams destined for a unicast address: locating the appropriate PCB

and placing the datagram onto the socket's buffer
3. Processing UDP datagrams destined for a broadcast or multicast address: the datagram

may be delivered to multiple sockets.
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When udp_input receives a datagram, it first perfonns a general validation (the length and
checksum); the processing then differs depending on whether the destination IP address is a
unicast address or a broadcast or multicast address.
A unicast datagram is delivered to at most one process, but a broadcast or multicast datagram
can be delivered to multiple processes. A one-behind cache is maintained for unicast
datagrams, which maintains a pointer to the last Internet PCB for which a UDP datagram was
received.
The udp_ctlinput function is called to handle received ICMP messages, and the udp_usrreq
function handles the PRU_xxx requests from the socket layer.
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lO.INTERFACE LAYER

IO.I.INTRODUCTION

We start at the bottom of the protocol stack with the interface layer, which includes the
hardware and software that sends and receives packets on locally attached network.
The interface layer supports provides for all devices:
• A well-defined set of interface functions
• A standard set of statistics and control flags
• A device-independent method of storing protocol addresses
• A standard queueing method for outgoing packets
There is no requierement that the interface layer reliable delivery of packets, only a best-effort
service is required. Higher protocol layers must compensate for this lack of reliability.

lfnet STRUCTURE

The ifnet structure contains information common to all interfaces. During system
initialization, a separate ifnet structure is allocated for each network device.
Every ifnet structure has a list of one or more protocol addresses associated with it.

if net {}

if addr { }

if addr { }

if addr { }

Figure10.1. each ifnet structure has a list of associated ifaddr structure

The interface in figure above is shown with three protocol addresses stored in ifaddr
structures. Al though some network interfaces, such as SLIP, support only a single protocol,
others, such as Ethernet, support multiple protocols and need multiple addresses.
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For example, a system may use a single Ethernet interface for both Internet and OSI protocols.
A type field identifies the contents of each Ethernet frame, and since the Internet and OSI
protocols employ different addressing scheme, the Ethernet interface must have an Internet
and an OSI address.
All the addresses are connected by a linked list, and each contains a back pointer to the related
ifnet structure.
It is also possible for a single network interface to support multiple addresses within a single
protocol.
ifnet structure contains five sections:
1. Implementation information
2. Hardware information
3. Interface statistics
4. Function pointers
5. The output queue

Strcut ifnet {
Struct ifnet *iCnext;
Strcut ifaddr *iCaddrlist;
Char *iCname;
Short iCunit;
V_short iCindex;

Short iCflags;
Short iCtimers;
Int iCpcount;
Caddct iCbpf;

Figure10.2. ifnet structure: implenetation information

struct iCdata {
/* generic interface information*/
u_char ifi_type;
u_char ifi_add.rlen;
u_char ifLhdrlen;
u_char ifi_mtu;
u_char ifi_metric;
u_char ifi_baudrate;

/* volatile statistics*/
u_Iong ifLipackets; .
u_Iong ifi_ierrors;
u_Iong ifi_opackets;
u_Iong ifi_oerrors;
u_Iong ifLcollisions;
u_Iong ifi_ibytes;
u_Iong ifi_imcasts;

u_Iong ifi_iqdrops;
u_Iong ifi_noporto;
struct timeval ifi_Iastchange;

} iCdata;
/* procedure handles*/
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int (*iCinit)
(int);

int (*iCoutput)
(struct ifnet *, struct mbuf *, struct sockaddr *,struct rtentry *);

int (*iCstart)
(struct ifnet *);

int (*iCdone)
(struct ifnet *);

int (*iCioctl)
(struct ifnet *, int, caddr_t);

int (iCreset)
(int);

int (*iCwatchdog)
(int);

struct ifqueue {
struct mbuf *ifq_head;
struct mbuf *ifq_tail;
int ifq_len;
int ifq_maxlen;

int ifq_drops;
} iCsnd;

} ;
#define iCmtu
#define iCtype
#define iCaddrlen
#define iChdrlen
#define iCmetric
#define iCbaudrate

iCdata.ifLmtu
iCdata.ifLtype
iCdata.ifi_addrlen
iCdata.ifi_hdrlen
iCdata.ifi_metric
iCdata.ifLbaudrate

Figure 10.3. ifnet structure: interface charactristics, statistics, procedures and output queue
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ifnet {}

_ _ _ _ _ _ • more interface

ifaddr{ }

ifaddr{ }

Figure lOA. ifnet and ifaddr structure

lO.2.Ifaddr STRUCTlTRE

Each interface maintains a linked list of ifaddr structures because some data links, such as
Ethernet, support more than one protocol. A separate ifaddr structure describes each address
assigned to the -interface, usually one address per protocol.
Another reason to support multiple addresses is that many protocols, including TCPIIP
support multiple addresses assigned to a single physical interface.
Struct ifaddr {
Struct ifaddr *ifa_next;
Struct ifnet *ifa_ifp; 
Struct sockaddr *ifa_addr;

Struct sockaddr *ifa_dstaddr;
#define ifa_broadaddr ifa_dstaddr
struct sockaddr *ifa_netmask;
void (*ifa_rtrequest) ( );
u_short ifa_flags;
short ifa_refcnt;
int ifa_metric;

} ;

Figure 10.5. ifaddr structure
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lO.3.Sockaddr STRUCTURE

Addressing infonnation for an interface consists of more than a single host address. By using a
generic structure like sockaddr, hardware and protocol specific addressing details are hidden
from the interface layer.

datasockaddr{} EL
familY

len

L-- _

14 bytes

dataosockaddr {} I lam;.

----'--------------

2
14 bytes

Figure 10.6. sockaddrand osockaddr structures

lO.4.ifnet and ifaddr specialization

The ifnet and ifaddr structures contain general infonnation applicable to all network interface
and protocol addresses.
To accommodate additional device and protocol-specific infonnation, each driver definesand
each protocol allocates a specialized version of the ifnet and ifaddr structures. These
specialized structures always contain an ifnet or ifaddr structure as their first member so that
the common infonnation an ifnet or ifaddr structure as their first member so that the common
infonnation can be accessed without consideration for the additional specialized information.

Ethernet

SLIP

loif:

loopback

Figure 10.7. arrangement of ifnet structures within device_dependent structures
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Each protocol stores addressing infonnation for each interface in a list of specialized ifaddr
structures. The Internet protocols use an in_ifaddr structure and the OSI protocols an
iso_ifaddr structure.
In addition to protocol addresses, the kernel assigns each interface a link-level address when
the interface is initialized, which identifies the interface within the kernel.
The kernel constructs the link-level address by allocating memory for an ifaddr structure and
two sockaddr_dl structures-one for the link-level address itself and one for the link-level
address mask. The sockaddr_dl structures are accessed by OSI, ARP, and the routing
algorithms.

lO.5.Network initialization

ifnet ( )

ifaddr ( )

Link-Level address

Ethernet address

OSI address

sockaddr_dl ( )

sockaddr_dl ()

ifaddr ( )

ifaddr ( )

Figure 10.8. An interface address list containing Link-level, Ethernet, and OSI addresses

lO.6.Ethernet initialization

As part of cpu_startup, the kernel locates any attached network devices. Once a device is
identified, a device specific initialization function is called.
Each device driver for a network interface initialize a specialized ifnet structure and calls
if_attach to insert the structure into the linked list of interfaces.
The le_softc structure is the specialized ifnet structure for our Ethernet driver.

Struct le_softc {
Struct arpcom sc_ac;

#define sc_if sc_ac.ac_if
#define sc_addr sc_ac.ac_enaddr
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/* device- specific members*/
} le_softc [NLE];

Figure 10.9. Ie_sofie structure

lO.6.l.Ethernet interface

Ethernet frames consist of 48-bit destination and source addresses followed by a 16-bit field
that identifies the format of the data carried by the frame. For IP packets, the type is Ox0800
(2048). The frame is terminated with a 32-bit CRC, which detects errors in the frame.

destination source type data eReaddress address

6 BYTES 6 BYTES 2 46-1500 BYTES : 4 BYTES

Itype
IP packeteaoo

2 46-1500 BYTES

Figure 10.9.Ethernet encapsulation of an IP packet
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-yiCoutput

protocols protocol ... ether_outputIII"""

+ ..4l ...
I clnlintrq arpintrq

L le_softc[O].. "l

ipintrq: ifnet{ }

~
,r

• iCsnd
arpcom {}

ether_input

le_softc {}...
lestartlerad

~~J~

t
leint

output
input packets

tinterru ts
" packets

Figure 10.11. Ethernet device driver

We will prefer to the 48-bit Ethernet addresses as hardware addresses. The translation from IP
to hardware address is done by the ARP protocol (RFC 826) and from hardware to IP
addresses by the RARP protocol (RFC 903).
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We start with the reception of Ethernet frames. We assume that the hardware has been
initialized and the system has been configured so that leintr is called when the interface
generates an interrupt.
Leintr examines the hardware and, if a frame has arrived, calls lread transfer the frame from
the interface to a chain of mbufs (with m_devget). If the hardware reports that a frame
transmission has completed or an error has been detected (such as a bad checksum), leintr
updates the appropriate interface statistics, resets the ahrdware, and calls lestart, which
attempts to transmit another frame.
All Ethernet device drivers deliver their received frame to ether_input for further processing.
The mbuf chain constructed by the device driver does not include the Ethernet header, so it is
passed as a separate argument to Ether_input.
The Ethernet CRC is not generally available. It is computed and checked by the interface
hardware, which discards frames that arrive with an invalid CRe.
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11.TCP: TRANSMISSION CONTROL
PROTOCOL

11.I.INTRODUCTION

The tranmission control protocol, or TCP, provides a connection-oriented, reliable, byte
stream service between the two end points of an application. This is completely different from
UDP's connectionless, unreliable, datagram service.

"

,r

tp-U99:1

IRL

"
tp-aJpl

"
ip_aJpl

b1):ljrpl

tpjil

min

"

"

6ay ID11; 6ay IDlI
_al

dntlJs

"
EJ lP_~ lP_ct.i1

Figure 11.1. Relationship of TCP functions to rest of the kernel
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12.2.TCP HEADER

16-bit source 16-bit destination
port number port number

32-bit sequence number

32-bit acknowledgment number

4·bit R f
heade I
leng1h

reserved ~ ~N

r.- 16-bit window

16-bit TCP checksum 16-bit urgent offset

1'--- options (if any) "l"-

I'-- data (ff any) -::1'

Figure 11.2. TCP header fields

1l.2.l.TCP HEADER FORMAT

SOURCE PORT: This filed identifies the upper-layer application using the TCP connection.

DESTINATION PORT: This field identifies the upper-layer application using the TCP
connection.

SEQUENCE NUMBER: The value in this field identifies the transmitting byte stream. This is
used during connection-management operations.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT NUMBER: The value in this field reflects a value acknowledging
data previously received.

DATA OFFSET: This value determines where the field of data begins.

RESERVED: This field is reserved, and the bits within it are set to zero.

URGENT: This field indicates if the urgent pointer is used.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT: This indicates whether or not the acknowledgement field is
significant.
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PSH: This field indicates if the PUSH function is used.

RESET: The value in this field indicates whether the connection should be reset.

SYNCHRONIZE: This is used to indicate the sequence numbers are to be synchronized.

FINISHED: This field is used to indicate that the sender has no more data to send.

WINDOW: this value indicates how much data the receiving host can accept. The value in
this field is contingent on the value in the acknowledgement field.

CHECKSUM: This performs a checksum on the 16-bit words in the segment.

URGENT POINTER: This field, if used, indicates that urgent data follows.

OPTIONS: At the current time, three basic options are implemented in this field: end-of-list,
no options, and maximum segment size.

PADDING: This field is used to ensure the header length 32 bits.

DATA: user data follows in this field.

The TCP header is defined as a tcphdr structure.

Struct tcphdr {
U_short th_sport;

U_short th_dport;
Tcp_seq th_seq;
Tcp_seq th_ack;
#if BYTE_ORDER == LITTLE_ENDIAN

u_char th_x2:4,
th_off:4;

#endif
#if BYTE ORDER == BIG ENDIAN

u_char th_off:4,
th_x2:4;

#endif
u_char th_flags;
u_short th_win;
u_short th_sum;
u_short th_urp;

} ;

Figure 11.3. TCP header structure

The 4-bit header length, the 6 reserved bits that follow, and the 6 flag bits are defined in C as
two 4-bit fields, followed by 8 bits of flags. to handle the difference in the order of these 4
bits fields within an 8-bit byte, the code contains an #ifdefbased on the byte order of the
system.
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The thJlags member contains 6 flags bits, accessed using the names shown in this figure:

thJla/?s DESCRIPTION
TH ACK The acknowledgment number (th ack) is valid
TH FIN The sender is finished sending data
TH PUSH Receiver should pass the data to application without delay
TH RST Reset connection
TH-SYN Synchronize sequence numbers (establish connection)
TH URG The urgent offset (th urp) is valid

Figure 11.4. thJlags values

Struct tcpiphdr {
Struct ipovly ti_I;

Struct tcphdr ti_I;
};
#define ti_next tLi.ih_next
#define ti_prev tLi.ih_prev
#define ti_xl ti_i.ih xl
#define ti_pr ti_i.ih_pr
#define ti_Ien ti_i.ih_Ien
#define tLsrc ti_i.ih_src
#define ti_dst ti_i.ih_dst
#define ti_sport ti_tth_sport
#define tLdport ti_tth_dport
#define tLseq tLtth_seq
#define tLack ti_tth_ack
#define ti_x2 ti_tth_x2
#define tLoff ti_tth_off
#define ti_flags ti_t.th_flags
#define ti_win ti_t.th_win
#define tLsum ti_tth_sum
#define tLurp ti_tth_urp

Figure 11.5. tcpiphdr structure: combined IPrrCp header

The 20-byte IP header is defined as an ipovly structure, which we showed earlier in figure
(UDP section I'll get back to that).
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11.3.TCP CONTROL BLOCK

TCP maintains its own control block, a tcpcb structure, in addition to the standard internet
PCB.
The TCP control block is a large structure, occupying 140 bytes. As shown in the figure ****
there is an one-to one relationship between the Internet PCB and the TCP control block, and
each point to the other.

00'

~..,
•• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Iayoar

,npctI{) protocol....
~~~~~~

l~':'!)

doubly linked circular list of all TCP
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --..

Internet protocol control blocks
and associated rep control blocks

Figure 11.6. Internet protocol control blocks ad their relationship to other structure
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11.4.TCP STATE TRANSITION DIAGRAM
starting point

CLOSED

appl: close

or time out

appl: passive open \
send: <nothing> i,

time out
send: RST

Passive close

appl: ~ close
send! FIN

I~T'ACK H----Simultaneous '
close

recv:ACK
send:<nothing> :

CLOSING

ESTABLISHED

recv:FIN

send: A
L------.---"'"'-r(9.

.s'(9. "t-.
recv: ACK "C?: ~4'
send: <nothing> ~C'1-('1.

send: FIN

appl: close

-.......,~
.................~

normal ransition for client

normal ransition for server

appl: state transition taken when
application issues operation

recv state transition taken when
segemtn received

send: what is sent for this transition

Figure 11.7. TCP state transition diagram

Many of TCP's actions, in response to different types of segments arriving on a connection,
can be summarized in a state transition diagram.
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These state transitions define the TCP finite state machine. Although the transition from
LISTEN to SYN_SENT is allowed by TCP, there is no way to do this using the socket API
(i.e., a connect is not allowed after a listen).
The estate member of the control block holds the current state of a connection, which the
value is shown in figure 12.7.. This figure also shows the tep_outflag contains the outgoing
flags for tep_output to use when the connection is in the state.

estate value Description TCP outflags[]
TCPS_CLOSED 0 Closed TH_RST /

TH ACK
TCPS LISTEN 1 Listening for connection (passive open) 0

TCPS SYN SENT 2 Have sent Syn (active open) TH_SYN

TCPS_SYN_RECE 3 Have sent and received SYN; awaiting TH_SYN /TH_ACK

NED ACK

TCPS_ESTABLIS 4 Established (data transfer) TH_ACK

HED
TCPS_CLOSE_W 5 Received FIN, waiting for application TH_ACK

AIT close

TCPS_FIN_WAIT 6 Have closed, sent FYN; awaiting ACK TH_FIN /TH_ACK

1 and FIN

TCPS CLOSING 7 Simultaneous close; awaiting ACK TH FIN / TH ACK
TCPS_LASLACK 8 Rewceived FIN have closed; awaiting TH_FIN / TH_A CK

ACK
TCPS FIN WAIT 2 9 Have closed;awaiting FIN TH ACK
TCPS TIME WAIT 10 2msl wait after active close TH ACK

Figure 11.8. estate value

Figure 12.8. also shows the numerical values of these contants since the code uses their
numerical relationships.
Similarly, tep_notify handles ICMP errors differently when the connection is not yet
established, that is, when estate is less than TCPS_ESTABLISHED.

114.l.HALF CLOSE

When a process calls shutdown with a second argument of 1, it is called a half_close. TCP
sends a FIN but allows the process to continue receiving on the socket.
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11.5.TCP INITIALIZATION

The domaininit function calls TCP's initialization function, tep_init at system initialization
time.

Void
Tcp_init ()
{

tcp_iss =I;
tcb.inp_next =tcp.inp_prev =&tcb;
if (max_protohdr , sizeof(struct tcpiphdr))

max_protohdr =sizeof(struct tcpiphdr);
if (max_Iinkhdr + sizeof(struct tcpiphdr) . MHLEN)

panic("tcp_init");

Figure 11.9.tep_init function

11.6.SET INITIAL SEND SEQUENCE NUMBER (ISS)

The initial send sequence number (ISS), tep_iss is nitialized to I. As the comment indicates,
this is wrong.we discuss the implications behind this choice when we describe TCP's quiet
time.

1l.6.l.INITIALIZE LINKED LIST OF TCP INTERNET PCBS

The next and previous pointers in the head PCB (teb) point to itself. This is an empty doubly
linked list. The remainder of the teb PCB is nitialized to O.

1l.6.2.CALCULATE MAXIMUM PROTOCL HEADER LENGTH

If maximum protocol header encountered so far is less than 40 bytes, max-protohdr is set to
40 (the size of the combined IP and TCP headers, without any options). If the sum of
max-protohdr (normally 16) and 40 is greater than the amount of data that fits into mbuf with
a packet header (l00 bytes, MHLEN), the kernel panics.

1l.6.3.MSL AND QUIET TIME CONCEPT

TCP requires any host that crashes without retaining any knowledge of that last sequence
number used on active connections to refrain from sending an TCP segments for one MSL ( 2
minutes, the quiet time) on reboot.
MSL is the maximum segment lifetime. Each implementation chooses a value for the MSL. It
is the maximum amount of time any segment can exit in the network before being discarded.
A coonection that is actively closed remains in the CLOSE_WAIT state for twice the MSL.
The problem occurs if packets are delayed somewhere in the network.
The following script is one example of how an old segment can incorrectly be delivered to a
connection:
1. A client and server have an established connection. The client's port number is 1024. The

client. The client sends a data segment with a starting number of 2. The data segment gets
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trapped in a routing loop somewhere between the two end points and is not delivered to
the server. This data segment becomes a wandering duplicate.

2. The client retransmits the data segment starting with sequence number 2, which is
delivered to the server.

3. The client closes the connection.
4. The client host crashes.
5. The client host reboots about 40 seconds after crashing, causing TCP to initialize tcp_iss

to I again.
6. Another connection is immediately established by the same client to the same server, using

the same socket pair: the client uses 1024 again, and the server uses its well-known port.
The client's SYN uses sequence number 1. This new connection using the same socket
pair is called a new incarnation of the old connection.

7. The wandering duplicate from step I is delivered to the server, and it thinks this datagram
belongs to the new connection, when it is really from the old connection.

Besides saving the sequence number of all established connections, the only other way around
this problem is for the rebooting TCP to be quiet for MSL seconds after crashing.

12.TCP TIMERS

12.1.INTRODUCTION

TCP maintains seven timers for each connection. They are briefly described here, in the
approximate order of their occurrence during the lifetime of a connection.

I. A connection-establishment timer starts when a SYN is sent to establish a new connection.
If a response is not received within 75 seconds, the connection establishment is aborted.

2. A retransmission timer is set when TCP sends data. If the data is not acknowledged by the
other end when this timer expires, TCP retransmits the data. The value of this timer (i.e.,
the amount of timer TCP waits for an acknowledgment) is calculated dynamically, based
on the round-trip time measured by TCP for this connection, and based on the number of
times this data segment has been retransmitted. The retransmission timer is bounded by
TCP to be between I and 64 seconds.

3. A delayed ACK timer is set when TCP receives data that must be acknowledged, but need
not be acknowledged immediately. Instead, TCP has data to send on this connection, the
pending acknowledgment is sent along with the data (called piggybacking).

4. A persist is set when the other end of a connection advertises a window of 0, stopping TCP
from sending data. Since window advertisements from the other end are not sent reliably
(that is, ACKs are not acknowledged, only data is acknowledged), there's a chance that a
future window update, allowing TCP to send some data, can be lost. Therefore, if TCP has
data to send and the other end advertises a window of 0, the persist timer is set and when it
expires, I byte of data is sent to see if the window has opened. Like the retransmission
timer, the persist timer values is calculated dynamically, based on the round-trip time. The
value of this is bounded by TCP to be between 5 and 60 seconds.

5. A keepalive timer can be set by the process using the SO_KEEPALIVE socket option. If
the connection is idle for 2 hours, the keepalive timer expiresand a special segment is sent
to the other end, forcing it to respond. If the expected response is received, TCP knows that
the other host is still up, and TCP won't probe it again until the connection is idle for
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another 2 hours. Other responses to the keepalive probe tell TCP that the other host has
crashed and rebooted. If no response is received to a fixed number of keepalive probes,
TCP assumes that the other end has crashed, although it can't distinguish between the other
end being down (i.e., it crashed and has not yet rebooted) and a temporary lack of
connectivity to the other end (i.e., an intermediate router or phone line is down).

6. AFIN_WAIT_2 timer. When a connection moves from the FIN_WAIT_I state to the
FIN_WAIT_2 state and the connection cannot receive any more data (implying the process
called close, instead of taking advantage of TCP's half-close with shutdown), this timer is
set to 10 minutes. When this timer expires it is reset to 75 seconds, and when it expires the
second time the connection is dropped. The purpose of this timer is to avoid leaving a
connection in the FIN_WAIT_2state forever, if the other end never sends a FIN.

7. A TIME_WAIT timer often called the 2MSL timer. The term 2MSL means twice the MSL,
the maximum segment lifetime. It is set when a connection enters the TIME_WAIT State,
that is, when the connection is actively closed. When the connection enters the
TIME_WAIT State and when it expires, the TCP control block and Internet PCB are
deleted, allowing that socket pair to be reused.

TCP has two timer functions: one is called every 200 ms (the fast timer) and the other every
500 ms (the slow timer). The delayed ACK timer is different from the other six: when the
delayed ACK timer is set for a connection it means that a delayed ACK must be sent the next
time the 200-ms timer expires (Le., the elapsed time is between 0 and 200 ms). The other six
timers are decremented every 500 ms, and only when the counter reaches 0 does the
corresponding action take place.

12.2.tcpJasttimo FUNCTION

The function tcpJatstimo, is called by prJasttimo every 200 ms. it handles only the delayed
ACK timer.
void
tcp_fasttimo ( )
{

struct inpcb *inp;
struct kpcb *tp;
int s = spInet ( );
inp = tcb.inp_next;
if (inp)
for (; inp != &tcb; inp = inp ->inp_next)

if ((tp =(struct tcpcb *) inp->inp_ppcb) &&
(tp->Cflags & TF_DELACK)) {
tp->T_flags &= -TF_DELACK;
tp->cflags I=TF_ACKNOW;
tcpstat.tcps_delack++;
(void) tcp_output (tp);
}

splx (s);

figure 12.1. tcpJasttimo function, which is called every 200 ms
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Each Internet PCB on the TCP list that has a corresponding TCP control block is checked. If
the TF_DELACK flag is set, it is cleared and the TF_ACKNO flag is set, an ACK is sent.
When a socket is created (the PRU_ATTACH request, in response to the socket system call),
the creation of the Internet PCB is done first, followed by the creation of the TCP control
block. Between these two operations a high-priority clock interrupt can occur, which calls
tepJasttimo.

12.3.tcp_slowtimo FUNCTON

the function tep_slowtimo, is called by pr_slowtimo every 500 ms. It handles the other six
TCP timers: connection establishment, retransmission, persist, keepalive, FlN_WAIT_2, and
2MSL.

12.3.l.tcp_timers FUNCTION

The function tep_timers is called by TCP's PRU_SLOWTIMO request.:

case PRU_SLOWTIMO:
tp =tcp_timers (tp, (int)nam) ;

when anyone of the four TCP timer counters reaches O.

12.3.2.FIN_WAIT_2 and2MSLTIMERS

TCP's TCPT_2MSL counter implements two of TCP's timers.
1. FlN_WAIT_2 timer. When tep_input moves from the FlN_WAIT_1 state to the

FIN_STATE_2 state and the socket cannot receive any more data (implying the process
called close, instead of taking advantage of TCP' s half-close with shutdown), the
FlN_WAIT_2 timer is set to 10 minutes (tep_maxidle). We'll see that this prevents the
connection from staying in the FlN_WAIT_2 state forever.

2. 2MSL timer. When TCP enters the TIME_WAIT state, the 2MSL timer is set to 60 seconds
(TCPTV_MSL times 2).

v
119

119 clock ticks x500 msltick .=59.5 seconds

~-------~~
o

v-
somewhere in here
connection enters
TIME_WAIT stale, 2MSL
timer set for 60 seconds
(120 ticks) in the future

SOOms
per tick

prlowtimo I)
calls
tep_slowlimo ()
calls
lcp_usrreq
IPRU_SLOWTIMO)
calls
tq:J_timers
(TCPT_2MSL)
calls
TCP_CLOSE I)

Figure 12.2. Setting and expiration of 2MSL timer in TIME_WAIT state
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enter FIN_WAIT_2 state;
FIN_WAIT_2 timer set to
1200 (tcp_maxidle);
Udle=O

FIN_WAIT_2
timer expires;
Udle=1198;
FIN_WAlT_2 timer
set to 150
(tcp_keep;ntv~

FIN_WAlT_2
timer expires;
t idle = 1198+150;
tqUlose ()

Figure 12.3. FIN_WAIT_2 timer to avoid infinite wait in FIN_WAIT 2 state

the connection moves from the FIN_WAIT_1 state to the FIN_WAIT_2 state on the receipt of
an ACK. Receiving this ACK sets Cidle to 0 and the FIN_WAIT_2 timer is set to 1200
(tep_maxidle).
The reason for the 75-second timeout after the first lO-minute timeout is as following:
a connection in the FIN_WAIT_2 state is not dropped until the connection has been idle for
more than 10 minutes. There's no reason to test cidle until at least 10 minutes have expired,
but once this time has passed, the value of cidle is checked every 75 seconds. Since a
duplicate segment could be received, say a duplicate of the ACK that moved the connection
from the FIN_WAIT_1 state to the FIN_WAIT_2 state, the 10-minute wait is restarted when
the segment is received (since Cidle will be set to 0).

12.4.PERSIST TIMER

/*
* Persistence timer into sero window.
* force a byte to be output, if possible.
*/

case TCPT_PRES1ST:
tcpstat.t~ps_presisttimeo++;

tcp_setpresist (tp);
tp->cforce =1;
(void) tcp_output (tp);
tp->Cforce =0;
break;

Figure 12.4. tep_timers function: expiration of persist timer

12.4.l.FORCE WINDOW PROBE SEGMENT

when the persist timer expires, there is data to send on the connection but TCP has been
stopped by the other end's advertisement of a zero-sized window. Tep_setpersist calculates
the next value for the persist timer and stores it in the TCPT_PRESIST counter. The flag
tJoree is set to 1, forcing tep_output to send 1 byte, even though the window advertised by
the other end is O.
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Figure 12.5. Time line of presist timer when probing a zero window

Once the value of the persist timer reaches 60 seconds, TCP continues sending window probes
every 60 seconds. The reason the first two values are both 5, and not 1.5 and 3, is that the
presist timer is lower bounded at 5 seconds. It is also upper bounded at 60 seconds. The
multiplication of each value by 2 to give the next value is called an exponential backoff.

12.5.COONECTION ESTABLISHMENT AND
KEEPALIVE TIMERS

TCP's TCPT_KEEP counter implements two timers:

1. when a SYN is sent, the connection-establishment timer is set to 75 seconds
(TCPTV_KEEPjN11). This happens when connect is called, putting a connection into the
SYN_SENT state (active open), or when a cnnection moves from the LISTEN to the
SYN_RCVD state (passive open). If the connection doesn't enter the ESTABLISHED state
within 75 seconds, the connection is dropped.

2. when a segment is received on a connection, tcp_input resets the keepalive timer for that
connection to 2 hours (tcp_keepalive), and the Cidle counterfor the connection is reset to O.
This happens for every TCP connection on the system, whether the keepalive option is
enabled for the socket or not. If the keepalive timer expires (2 hours after the last segment
was received on the connection), and if the socket option is set, the keepalive timer is just
reset for 2 hours in the future.(tcp_timers function)

connection

establishment ~
timer: ----------------o

. 24 4B socmds
retransmiSSi0L...:..j I
timer: I Ir--------------

~ ~ ~ l
transmit retransmit
SYN SYN

retransmit
SYN

Figure 12.6. Connection-establishment timer and retransmission timer after SYN is sent

12.6.RETRANSMISSION TIMER CALCULATIONS

The timers that we've described so far in this chapter have fixed times associated with them:
200 ms for the delayed ACK timer, 75 seconds for the connection-establishment timer, 2
hours for the keepalive imter, and so on.
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Fundemental to the operation of TCP is setting a retransmission timer when a segment is
transmitted and an ACK is required from the other end. If the ACK is not received an ACK
for data segments but does not require an ACK for a segment without data (i.e., a pure ACK
segment). If the calculated retransmission timeout is too small, it can expire prematurely,
causing needless retransmission. If the calculated value is too large, after a segment is lost,
additional time is lost before the segment is retrams,itted, degrading performance.
Complicating this is that the round-trip times between two hosts can vary widely and
dynamically over the course of a connection.TCP calculates the retransmisson timeout (RTO)
by measuring the round-trip time( nticks) of data segments and keeping track of the smoothed
RTT estimator (srtt) and a smoothed mean deviation estimator (rttvar). The mean deviation is
a good approximation of the standard deviation, but easier to compute since, unlike the
standard deviation, the mean deviation does not require square root calculations.
[Jacobson 1988b] provides additional details on these RTT measurements, which lead to the
following equations:

delta =nticks-srtt
srt ~ srtH g x delta
rttvar ~ rttvar + h( Ideltal - rttvar)
RTO = srtt + 4 x rttvar

delta is the difference between the measured round trip just obtained (nticks) and the current
smoothed RTT estimator (srtt). g is the given applied to the RTT estimator and equals 1/8. H
is the gain applied to the mean deviation estimator and equals 1.40 The two gains and the
multiplier 4 in the RTO calculation are purposely powers of 2, so they can be calculated using
shift operation instead od multiplying of dividing.

12.7.tcp_newtcpcb FUNCTION

A new TCP control block is allocated and initialized by tcp_newtcpcb. This function is called
by TCP's PTU_AITACH requesr when a socket is created. The caller has previously allocated
an Internet PCB for this connection, pointed to by the arguement inp.

12.8.tcp_setpresist FlTNCTION

The next function we look at that uses TCP's retransmission timeout calculations is
tcp_setpresist. This timer is set when TCP has data to send on a connection, but the other end
is advertising a window O. This function calculates and stores the next value for the timer.

12.9.tcp_xmit_timer FUNCTION

The next function we look at, tcp_xmiCtimer, is called each time an RTT measurement is
collected, to update the smoothed RTT estimator (srtt) and the smoothed mean deviation
estimator (rttvar).
The arguement rtt is the RTT measurement to be applied. It is the value nticks + 1. It can be
from one of two sources:
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1. If the timestamp option is present in a received segment, the measured RTT is the current
time (tcp_now) minus the timestamp value.

2. If timestamp are not in use and a data segment in being timed.

12.10.SUMMARY

the two functions tcpJasttimo and tcp_slowtimo are called by the kernel every 200 ms and
every 500 ms, respectively. These two functions drive TCp's pre-connection timer
maintaince.

TCP maintains the following seven timers for each connection:
• a connection-establishment timer,
• a retransmission timer,
• a delayed ACK timer,
• a presist timer,
• a keepalive timer,
• a fin_waiC2 timer, and
• a 2MSL timer.
The delayed ACK timer is different from the other six, since when it is set it means a delayed
ACK must be sent the next time TCP's 200-ms timer expires. The other six timers are
counters that are decremented by 1 every time TCP's 500-ms timer expires.
When anyone of the counters reaches 0, the appropriate action is taken: drop the connection,
retransmit a segment, send a keepalive probe, and so on.
Since some of the timers are mutually execlusive, the six timers are really implemented using
four counters, which complicates the code.
TCP maintains two smoothed estimators for a connection: the round-trip time and the mean
deviation of the RTT. Although the algorithms are simple and elegant, these estimators are
maintained as scaled fixed-ppoint numbers ( to provide adequate precision without using
floating-point code within the kernel), which complicates the code.

13.TCP' OUTPUT

13.1.INTRODUCTION

The function tcp_output is called whenever a segment needs to be sent on a connection. There
are numerous calls to this function from other TCP functions:

• tcp_ursreq calls it for various requests: PRU_CONNECTto send the initial SYN,
PRU_SHUTDOWN to send a FIN, PRU_RCVD in cas a window update can be sent after
the process has read some data from the socket receive buffer, PRU_SEND to send data.

• tcpJasttimo calls it to send a delayed ACK.
• tcp_timers calls it to retransmit a segemnt when the retransmission timer expires.
• tcp_timers calls it to send a persist probe when the presist timer expires.
• tcp_drop calls it to send an RST.
• tcp_disconnect calls it to send a FIN.
• tcp_input calls it when output is required or when an immediate,ACK should be sent.
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• tcp_input calls it when a pure ACK is processed by the header prediction code and there is
more data yo send. (A pure ACK is a segment without data that just acknowledges data.)

• tcp_input calls it when the third consecutive duplicate ACK is received, to send a single
segment (the fast retansmit algorithm).

Tcp_output first determines whether a segment should be sent or not. TCP output is controlled
by numerous factors other than data being ready to send to the other end of the connection. For
example, the other end might be advertising a window of size 0 that stops TCP from sending
anything, the Nagle algorithm prevents TCP from sending lots of small segments, and slow
start and congestion avoidance limit the amount of data TCP can send on a connection.
Conversely, some functions set flags just to force tcp_output to send a segment, such as the
TF_ACKNOW flag that means an ACK should be sent immediately and not delayed. If
tcp_output decides not to send a segment, the data (if any) is left in the socket's send buffer
for a later call to this function.

13.2.DETERMINE IF A SEGMENT SHOULD BE SENT

Sometimes tcp_output is called but a segment is not generated. For example, the PRU_RCVD
request is generated when the socket layer removes data from the socket's receive buffer,
passing the data to a process. It is possible that the process removed enough data that TCP
should send a segment to the other end with a new window advertisement, but this is just a
possibility, not a certainty. The first half of tcp_output determines if there is a reason to send a
segment to the other end. If not, the function returns without sending a segment.

len is the minimum of the number of bytes in the send buffer and win is the minimum of the
receiver's advertised window and the congestion window, perhaps 1 byte if output is being
forced. offis subtracted because that many bytes at the beginning of the send buffer have
already been sent and are awaiting acknowledgment.

13.3.TCP OPTIONS

The TCP header can contain options. We digress to discuss these options since the next piece
of tcp_output decides which options to send and constructs the options in the outgoing
segment.
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End oloption c:Jind=O
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No Operation:
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segment size:

Window scale
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1 byte 1 byte 4 bytes 4 bytes

Figure 13.1. TCP options supported by this system

Every options begins with a I-byte kind that specifies the type of option. The first two options
(with kinds of 0 and 1) are single-byte options. The other three are multibyte options with a
len byte that follows the kind byte. The length is the total length including the kind and len
bytes.
The multibytes integres- the MSS and the two timestamp values- are stored in network byte
order.
The final two options, window scale and timestamp, are new and therefore not supported by
many systems. To provide interoperability with these older systems, the following rules apply.
1. TCP can send one of these options (or both) with the initial SYN segment corresponding to

an active open (that is, a SYN wihtout an ACK).
2. The option is enabled only if the SYN reply from the other end also includes the desired

option.
3. IfTCP performs a passive open and receives a SYN specifying the option, the response

(the SYN plus ACK) must contain the option if TCP wants to enable the option.

Since a system must ignore options that it doesn't understand, the newer options are enabled
by both ends only if both ends understand the options and both ends want the option enabled.

13.4.WINDOW SCALE OPTION

The window scale option, defined in RFC 1323, avoids the limitation of a 16-bit window size
field in the TCP header. Larger windows are required for what are called long fat pipes,
network with either a high bandwidth or a long delay (i.e., a long RTT).
The I-byte shift count in Figure *** is between 0 (no scaling performed) and 14.
This maximum value of 14 provides a maximum window of 1,073,725,440 bytes.
The window scale option can only appear in a SYN segment; therefore the scale factor is fixed
in each direction when the connection is established.
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The two variable snd_seale and rev_scale in the TCP control block specify the shift count for
the send window and the receive window, respectively.
When TCP sends a SYN, either actively or passively, it chooses the value of rev_scale to
request, based on the size of the socket's receive buffer.

13.5.TIMESTAMP OPTION

The timestamp option is also defined in RFC 1323 and lets the sender place a timestamp in
ever segment. The receiver sends the timestamp back in the acknowledgement, allowing the
sender to calculate the RTT for each received ACK.

12 -byte time stamp option

Ox0101080a

ts_recent

ts_recen'-age

timestamp

Ox0101080a

Figure 13.2. Summary of variable used with timestamp option

13.6.SEND A SEGMENT

The last half of tep_output sends the segment-it fills in all the fields in the TCP header and
passes the segment to IP for output.
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14.TCP INPUT

14.1.INTRODUCTION

TCP input processing is the largest piece of code that we examine in this text. The processing
of incoming segemtns is complicated, just long and detailed.
The tep_input function is called by ipintr (through the pr_input function in the protocol switch
table) when a datagram is received with a protocol field of TCP. tep_input executes at the
software interrupt level.
The first few steps are typical: validate the input segment (checksum, length, etc.) and locate
the PCB for this connection. Given the length of the remainder of the function, however, an
attempt is made to bypass all this logic with an algorithm called header prediction. This
algorithm is based on the assumption that segments are not typically lost or reordered, hence
for a given connection TCP can often guess what the next received segment will be. If the
header prediction algorithm works, notice that the function returns. This is the fast path
through tep_input.
The slow path through the function ends up at the label dodata, which tests a few flags and
calls tep_output if a segment should be sent in response to the received segment.

void
tcp_input ( )
{

checksum TCP header and data;
findpcb:

locate PCB for segment;
if (not found)

goto dropwithreset;
reset idle time to 0 and keepalive timer to 2 hours;
process options if not LISTEN state;
if (packet matched by header prediction) {

~ompletely process received segment;
return;

}
switch (tp->cstate) {
case TCP_LISTEN:

if SYN flag set, accept new connection request;
goto tdmthenstep6;

case TCP_SYN_SENT:
if ACK of our SYN, connection completed;

trimthenstep6:
trim any data not within window;
goto step6;

process RFC 1323 timestamp;
check if some data bytes are within the receive window;
trim data segment to fit within window;
if (RST flag set) {
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process depending on state;
goto drop;

}
if (ACK flag set) {

if (SYN_RCVD state)
passive open or simultaneous open complete;

if (duplicate ACK)
fast recovery algorithm;

update RTT estimators if segment timed;
open congestion window;
remove ACKed data from send buffer;
change state if in FIN_WAIT_1, CLOSING, or LAST_ACK state;

step6:
update window information;
process URG flag;

dodata:
process data in segment, add to reassembly queue;
if (FIN flag is set)

process depending on state;
if (SO_DEBUG socket option)

tcp_trace(TA_INPUT);
if(need output II ACK now)

tcp_output ( );
return;

dropafterack:
tcp_output () tp generate ACK;
return;

dropwithreset:

tcp_respond ( ) to generate RST;
return;

drop:
if (SO_DEBUG socket option)

tcp_trace (TA_DROP);
return;

Figure 14.1. Summary of TCP input processing steps

14.2.PRELIMINARY PROCESSING

1. Get IP and TCP headers in first mbuf
2. Verify TCP checksum
3. Verify TCP offset field
4. Get headers plus option into first mbuf
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5. Process timestamp option quickly
6. Save input flags and convert fields to host byte order
7. Locate Internet PCB
8. Drop segment and generate RST
9. Silently drop segment
1O.Unscale advertised window
II.Save connection state and IPrrCp headers if socket debug option enabled
12. Create new socket if segment arrives for listening socket
13.Compute window scale factor
I4.Reset idle time and keepalive timer
I5.Process TCP options if not in LISTEN state

14.3.tcp_dooptions FUNCTION

This function processes the five TCP options supported by NET/3:the EOL, NOP, MSS,
window scale, and timestamp options.

14.4.HEADER PREDICTION

Header prediction helps unidirectional data transfer by handeling the two common cases.

1. If TCP is sending data, the next expected segment for this connection is an ACK for
outstanding data.

2. If TCP is receiving data, the next expected segment for this connection is the next in
sequence data segment.

In both cases a small set of test determines if the next expected segment has been received.
And if so, it is handled in-line.

14.5.TCP INPUT: SLOW PATH PROCESSING

If header prediction fails, the slow path through tep_input gets executed:

1. Drop IP and TCP headers, including TCP options
2. Calculate receive window

14.6.ACK PROCESSING

The SYN_RCVD state is handled specially, followed by common processing for all remaining
states. This is followed by special processing for the three states in which a received ACK
causes a state transition, and for the TIME_WAIT state, in which the receipt of an ACK
causes the 2MSL timer to be restarted.

switch (tp->Cstate) {

case TCP_SYN_RECEIVED:
Complete processing of pasive open and process
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Simultaneous open or self-connect;
/* fall into ... */

case TCP_ESTABLISHED:
case TCP_FIN_WAIT_1:
case TCP_FIN_WAIT_2:
case TCPS_CLOSE_WAIT:
case TCPS_LAST_ACK:
case TCPS_TIME_WAIT:

process duplicate ACK;
update RTT estimator;
if all outstanding data ACKed, tum off retransmission timer;
remove ACKed data from socket send buffer;
switch (tp->t_state) {
case TCPS_FIN_WAIT_1:

if (FIN is ACKed) {
move to FIN_WAIT_2 state;
start FIN_WAIT_2 timer;

}
break;

case TCPS_CLOSING:
if (FIN is ACKed) {
move to TIME_WAIT state;
start TIME_WAIT timer;
}
break;

case TCPS_TIME_WAIT:
restart TIME_WAIT timer;
goto dropafterack;

Figure 14.2. Summary of ACK processing

14.7.FAST RETARANSMIT AND FAST RECOVERY
ALGORITHMS

Fast retransmit algorithm occurs when TCP deduces from a small number of consecutive
duplicate ACKs that a segment has been lost and deduces the starting sequence number of the
missing segment.
The missing segment is retransmitted. The algorithm is mentioned in RFC 1122, which states
that TCP may generate an immediate ACK when an out-of-order segment is received.
The fast recover algorithm says that after the fast retransmit algorithm (that is, after the
missing segment has been retransmitted), congestion avoidance but not slow start performed.
This is an improvement that allows higher throughput under moderate congestion, especially
for large windows.
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15.ICMP: INTERNET CONTROL MESSAGE
PROTOCOL

15.1.INTRODUCTION

ICMP communicates error and administrative messages between IP systems and is an integral
and required part of any IP implementation. The specification for ICMP appears in RFC 792.
RFC 950 and RFC 1256 define additional ICMP message types.
RFC 1122 also provides important details on ICMP.
ICMP has its own transport protocol number (1) allowing ICMP messages to be carried within
an IP datagram. Application programs can send and receive ICMP messages directly through
IP raw interface.
We can devide ICMP messages into two classes:erors and queries. Query messages are
defined in pairs: a request and its reply. ICMP error messages always include the IP header
(and options) along with at least the first 8 bytes of the data from the initial fragment of the IP
datagram that caused the error. The standard assumes that the 8 bytes includes any
demultimplexing information from the transport protocol header of the original packet, which
allows a transport protocol to deliver an ICMP error to the correct process.

15.2.ICMP STURCTURE

struct icmp {
u_char icmp_type;
u_char icmp_code;
u_short icmp_cksum;
union {

u_char ih_pptr;
struct in_addr ih_gwaddr;
struct ih_idseq {

n_short icd_id;
n_short icd_seq;

} ih_idseq;
int ih_void;

/* ICMP_UNREACH_NEEDFRAG -- Path MTU Discovery (RFCl19l) */
struct ih_pmtu {

n_short ipm_void;
n_short ipm_nextmtu;

} ih_pmtu;
} icmp_hun;

#define icmp_pptr icmp_hun.ih_pptr
#define icmp_gwaddr icmp_hun.ih_gwaddr
#define icmp_id icmp_hun.ih_idseq.icd_id
#define icmp_seq icmp_hun.ih_idseq.icd_seq
#define icmp_void icmp_hun.ih_void
#define icmp_pmvoid icmp_hun.ih_pmtu.ipm_void
#define icmp_nextmtu icmp_hun.ih_pmtu.ipm_nextmtu
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icmp_dun.id_ts.its_otime
icmp_dun.id_ts.its_rtime
icmp_dun.id_ts.its_ttime

icmp_dun.id_ip.idi_ip
icmp_dun.id_mask

icmp_dun.id_data

union {
struct id_ts {

n_time its_otime;
n_time its_rtime;
n_time its_ttime;

} id_ts;
struct id_ip {

struct ip idi_ip;
/* options and then 64 bits of data */

} id_ip;
u_long id_mask;
char id_data[1];

} icmp_dun;
#define icmp_otime
#define icmp_rtime
#define icmp_ttime
#define icmp_ip
#define icmp_mask
#define icmp_data
} ;

Figure 15.1. icmp structure

leM P message

type I code cksum contents depends on type and code

2 bytes

I

I----::-I_p_h_e_ad_e_r_1_, -----'--- --:::-1
~ .

IP datagram

Figure 15.2. An ICMP message

This figure shows the overall structure of an ICMP message and reitrates that an UCMP
message is encapsulated within an IP datagram.

15.3.INPUT PROCESSING: icmp_input FUNCTION

Recall that ipintr demultiplexes datagrams based on the transport protocol number, ip-p, in
the IP header. For ICMP messages, ip-p is 1, and through ip-protox, it selects inetsw[4].
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Figure 15.3. An ip-p value of 1 selects inetsw [4]

The IP layer calls icmp_input indirectly through the pr_input function of inetsw[4] when an
ICMP message arrives.
In icmp_input, that each ICMP messages may be processed up to three times: by icmp_input,
by the transport protocol associated with the IP packet within an ICMP error message, and by
a process that registers interest in receiving ICMP messages.

Applications

transport
protocols

ICMP errors

ICMP ~
replies

ICMP
messages

ipintr

Figure 15.4. ICMP input processing

We can divide icmp_input in five sections:

1. Verification of the received message
2. ICMP error messages
3. ICMP requests messages

ICMP errors,
replies,
and unknown
messages

ICMP output
processing
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4. ICMP redirect messages
5. ICMP reply messages

15.4.ERROR PROCESSING

A host receives ICMP error messages when a datagram that it sent cannot successfully be
delivered to its destination. The intended destination host or an intermediate router generates
the error message and returns it to the originating system.

unreadeable time exceeded source quench

cksum void ip

(IP header from bad packet)

need fragmentation

c~um ~
(IP header from bad packet)

2 bytes
2 bytes 2 bytes

parameter problem

cksum

2 bytes

(must beG)

3 bytes

ip

(IP header from bad packet)

8 bytes

Figure 15.5. ICMP eror messages (icmp_omitted)
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15.5.REQUEST PROCESSING

For all its simplicity, an ICMP echo request and reply is arguably the single most powerful
diagnostic tool available to a network administrator. Sending an ICMP echo request is called
pinging a host.

o 78 15 16 31

icmp_type
icmp30de .4~

ICMP_ECHO icmp_cksum

ICMP_ECHOREPL 0 checksum

icmp_id icmp_seq

identifier sequence number

"

"'- icmp_data [ 1 "-

"'"
~ "~i" optional data

Figure 15.6. ICMP echo request and reply

8 bytes

icmp_code is always O. Icmp_id and icmp_seq are set by the sender of the request and
returned without modification in the reply. The source system can match requests and replies
with these fields. Any data that arrives in icmp_data is also reflected.

15.6.TIMESTAMP QUERY

o 78 15 16 31

icmp_type icmp_code icmp_cksumIC~P_TSTAMP
ICMP_TSTAMP

0 checksum
REPLY

icmp_id icmp_seq

identifier sequence number

icmp_otime

32·bit originate timestamp

icmp_rtime

32-bit receive timestamp

icmp_ttime

32-bit transmit timestamp

Figure 15.7. ICMP timestamp request and reply

20 bytes
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imcp_code is always O. Icmp_id and icmp_seq serve the purpose as those in the ICMP echo
messags. The sender of the request sets icmp_otime (the time the request originated);
icmp_rtime (the time the request was received) and icmp_ttime (the time the reply was
transmitted) are set by the sender of the reply. All times are in milliseconds since midnight
UTC; the high-order bit is set if the time value is recorded in nonstandard units, as with the IP
timestamp option.

15.7.ADDRESS MASK QUERY

o 7 8 1516 31

icmp_lype icmp30de icmp_cksumICMP_MASKREQ
ICMP_MASKREQ

0 checksum
REPLY

icmp_id icmp_seq

identifier sequence number

icmp_mask

32-bit subnet mask

Figure 15.8. ICMP address request and reply

12 by1es

RFC 950 added the address mask messages to the original ICMP specification. They enable to
discover the subnet mask in use on a net work.
RFC 1122 forbids sending mask replies unless a system has been explicitly configured as an
authoritative agent for address masks.

15.8.REDIRECT PROCESSING
o 78 31

icrnp_lype icmp_code icmp3ksum

ICMP_REDIRECT
0-3 checksum

icmp_gwad.dr

IP address of preferred router

~~ icmp_ip "-~
IP header(including options) and at least 8 bytes of original datagram data

Figure 15.9. ICMP redirect message

8 bytes

A redirect message arrives when a packet is sent to the wrong router. The router forwards the
packet to the correct router and sends a ICMP redirect message, which the system incorporates
into its routing tables.
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IS.9.REPLY PROCESSING

The kernel does not process any of ICMP reply messages. ICMP requests are generated by
processes, never by the kernel, so the kernel passes any replies that it receives to processes
waiting for ICMP messages. In addition, the ICMP router discovery messages are passed to
rip_input.

IS.10.0UTPUT PROCESSING

Outgoing ICMP messages are generated in several ways. IP calls icmp_error to generate and
send ICMP error messages. ICMP reply messages are sent by imcPJeflect, and it is possible
for a process to generate ICMP messages through the raw ICMP protocol.

Application

IP and ICMP errors
transport protocol

ICMP input
processing

, ICMP
, replie~ icmp_reflect

icmp~

Figure 15.10. ICMP output processing

15.10.l.icmp_error function

the icmp_error function constructs an ICMP error message at the request of IP or the transport
protocols and passes it to icmpJeflect, where it is returned to the source of the invalid
datagram.
We can divide this function in three parts:
1. Validate the message
2. Construct the header
3. Include the original datagram
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15.10.2.icmpJeflect function

icmp_reflect sends ICMP replies and errors back to the source of the request or back to the
source of the invalid datagram. It is miportant to remember that icmp_reflect reverses the
source and destination addresses in the datagram before sending it.

15.1O.3.icmp_send function

icmp_send processes all outgoing ICMP messages and computes the ICMP checksum before
passing them to the IP layer.
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16.Conclusion

Technology is here to stay, as a part of our life regardless of whether we utilize it directly or
not. It is my opinion that with the whole Internet explosion, and so many people using the
Internet for so many different reasons. In time it would be as common as eating a pancake,
that we can switch off our fridge from the other continent, or possibly even look whether there
is anybody in your room, touching your stereo or not.

As we noticed this system is mainly based on software and I'd rather call our design
embedded system than hardware architecture.

We can use this knowledge and these software blocks and translate them to hardware blocks
and make the whole concept in silicon.
That would be needed as we go further in IP uses in real time systems like conferencing, voice
over IP and other time sensitive applications.

This system is easy to upgrade so it's ready to be used in combination of new protocols
Like, or partially being updated as we hope to exchange the IPv4 with IPv6.

In the route of design we didn't have any problem with the whole concept because the whole
concept was clear and there were enough study and reference literature to read and use for this
design the only thing I actually added to this is creativity and innovating feeling about the
whole concept of designing a system architecture.

We didn't discuss ARP or RARP because of the simple fact that those are more for Ethernet
or token ring systems and we just took Ethernet as an example to analyze an interface layer
and the needed system calls.
As conclusion I have to add that this is a abstract model of a communication hardware system
Based on TCPIIP and we can add or even strip off the system as we like.
In integrated systems we can use a bus controller instead of a I/O port or even one Com
interface for the whole system.
For systems on.a computers we can add the protocols like IGMP, ARP or RARP to make the
system works smoothly.
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